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Overview

Neelambari is a luxurious resort on the banks of Karuvannur puzha (river). It is constructed in
authentic Kerala style and evokes grandeur and tradition. The central building consists of a
classical performance arena (Koothambalam) and a traditional courtyard (Nalukettu). The
cottages are luxurious with their own private balconies, spacious and clean bathrooms and well
appointed bedrooms (each unit has a space of more than 75 sqm). Neelambari is situated in a
very serene atmosphere right on the bank of a river, in a quiet, verdant village in central Kerala.
There are several natural and historical attractions in the vicinity. Despite its rural charm, the
facility is well connected, being less than an hour drive from Cochin International Airport. It is
also easily accessible by rail and road and the nearest city is Thrissur, just 13 kms away. The
facility offers authentic Ayurveda treatment, Yoga lessons, nature and village tourism, kayak
and traditional boat trips in the river as well as traditional cultural performances in its
Koothambalam.
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Our location
Neelambari is located in Arattupuzha, a serene little village in the outskirts of Thrissur City.
Thrissur has a rightful claim as the cultural capital of Kerala for more reasons than one. A host
of prestigious institutions that assiduously preserve and nurture the cultural traditions of Kerala
such as the Kerala Sangeetha Nataka Academy, Kerala Sahitya Academy, Kerala Lalitha Kala
Academy, Kerala Kalamandalam, Unnayi Warrier Kalanilayam are located in Thrissur. A more
important role has been played by several prominent temples (some of them dating back from
the first millenium CE) that have acted as refuges of culture and tradition across centuries of
sweeping social, political and economic changes in the society. Of these Peruvanam Temple
and Peruvanam Gramam (in which Neelambari is located) had an especially important role to
play in the middle ages. The famous Peruvanam - Arattupuzha Pooram (temple festival) would
enter its 1436th edition in 2018. Several other popular festivals like the Thrissur Pooram and
Kuttanellur Pooram are offshoots of this grand mother of temple festivals. Situated in such
fabled land, at Neelambari it is natural that we breathe and sleep culture.
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Our Facility
At the centre of Neelambari is a Koothambalam (literally a Temple of Theater). The
Koothambalam (performing arts theater) in Neelambari closely follows the classical precepts
very closely. Crafted by traditional artisans, in additional to the classical style, the
Koothambalam incorporates several exquisite works of art in its folds – in wood, stone and
murals. A Nalukettu (traditional courtyard) and a Yoga Hall adjoins the Koothambalam in our
central facility. The Yoga hall is intended as a serene space for Yoga, meditation and reading
and houses a well stocked library on history (especially medieval history), culture and arts of
Kerala. In addition, Neelambari houses a series of murals painted by accomplished artistes in
authentic Kerala tradition. The Gajendramoksham in our Koothambalam is especially
noteworthy covering more than 160 sqft across two exquisite panels. Replete with beautiful
wooden carvings, traditional paintings and its classical architecture Neelambari embodies
culture from outwards appearances to its core.
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Our rooms
While our facility exudes a traditional charm, all our rooms are spacious and well appointed with
contemporary sensibility and modern amenities.

Our bathrooms are especially loved by our guests, for their truly generous space and fantastic
finish.
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Our Team
Sreeni who leads Neelambari is an engineer by qualification. He had a successful career in the
automation industry for seventeen years in middle to senior management positions. His role as
head of international sales took him to nearly fifty countries across the world, an opportunity he
cherished more for the cross cultural exchanges than for business garnered. Bordering on forty,
he quit his career and headed back to his dear little village to create Neelambari, as a
purposeful vent for his passion for Kerala’s (especially Peruvanam Gramam’s) art, culture and
history. The mainstay of Neelambari however is his wife Meera, who cooks delicious central
Kerala cuisine for Neelambari’s guests and delights in their comfort and happiness during their
stay.
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Neelambari and its local community
At Neelambari, we believe that cultural and village tourism have to be closely tied in with local
community engagement to provide an integral experience. We thrive with the support of our
local village community and are always to do our little bit for them in return for the magnanimous
support we have received. All the staff in Neelambari are hired from the socially and
economically challenged sections of our local community. We provide them employment and
self-development opportunities through training at Neelambari. We have always reaped more
than we sowed, having benefited from the unstinting support of all sections of our village in our
journey so far.
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Packages Summary
Neelambari is an excellent location for a simple vacation experience alone, with friends or
family. From a weekend to month long vacation, we can keep you engaged in our beautiful
countryside replete with natural and cultural attractions. A few of our more popular leisure
engagements you can pursue while enjoying your holidays in Neelambari would be

Ayurveda

Neelambari can offer authentic Ayurvedic treatment to suit your schedule
and duration of stay. Procedures like massage, steam bath, dhara
according to constitution and preferences would make sure you return
rejuvenated in your body and mind at the end of your holidays.

Yoga

Personalized Yoga sessions in our serene Yoga hall or by the riverside
would open new perspective on life for you if you are someone new to
Yoga. If you already practice it, Neelambari would offer you an excellent
setting to explore deeper.

River cruise

The beautiful Karuvannur Puzha flows by Neelambari. The river offers an
excellent channel for cruises in our ethnic boat (Vallam). The lush
greenery on both sides and the absolute serenity would be a vastly
different experience from what you would have in overcrowded waterways
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elsewhere.
Kayaking

While the boat cruises let you sit back and enjoy the river, we also rent
kayaks at nominal rates to let you explore the river on your own. The river
is calm and safe except during heavy monsoons. We can always arrange
a guide to accompany you if you wish.

Cycling

The rural setting of Neelambari offers excellent cycling trails and a choice
of sceneries. You can head east to the jungles, west to the beaches or
pedal in the middle of endless paddy fields when the sun is benign. We
offer good quality bikes at nominal rates to our guests.

Village walk

As our guests would vouch, the locality around Neelambari is a
quintessential Kerala village setting. You can walk by the riverside, cross
the river to get to the paddy fields and the temples or just take in the vast
greenery around us at your own pace.

Cooking classes

Neelambari offers excellent central Kerala cuisine. Almost all our guests
love the food so much that they ask for recipes and show interest in
cooking classes. We oblige with pleasure!

Handicrafts

Peruvanam gramam of which our village is a part is famous for its skilled
artisans, especially carpenters. We can arrange you to explore our local
artisans like carpenters, goldsmiths, pottery studios, drum makers etc all
of them still employing traditional methods.

Temple tours

Our neighbourhood is blessed with several temples of great splendour
and antiquity, in some cases more than a thousand year old.
Vadakkumnathan temple, Koodalmanikyam temple, Peruvanam temple,
Thriprayar temple, Kodungallur temple and Tiruvanchikulam temple all
carry several centuries of history and tradition and are easily accessible
from Neelambari.

Historical tours

The magnificent temples around Neelambari represent the core of our
history as well. In addition there are several other historically important
sites accessible from Neelambari, like museums, Muziris project, ancient
churches and mosques.

Cultural
Performances

Neelambari is big on culture. We organize cultural programs in our
resplendent Koothambalam frequently. Our signature experience Close to
our Arts is especially popular among visitors to Kerala. In addition we are
always game to accompany you to one of the numerous cultural
performances staged so often in and around Thrissur.

Day tour - Muziris

Muziris Heritage project, Pattanam is an hours drive from Neelambari.The
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hop on hop off boat service at Neelambari is an excellent option
especially for guests interested in the fascinating history of Kerala.
Day tour - Fort
Kochi

Fort Kochi is a two hours drive from Neelambari and again offers an
excellent destination for a days outing. There are several popular
attractions like the Jewish synagogue and Mattancheri palace in For
Kochi to explore.

Day tour Athirapally
waterfalls

Nature and wildlife enthusiasts can avoid the hustle of Fort Kochi and
instead head east to the Athirapally waterfalls, a truly magnificent
spectacle all round the year. The falls are a 45 minutes drive from
Neelambari and the coupled with Thumboormuzhi ecological park and
wilderness around offers an excellent nature destination.

Wilderness
exploration

Even Athirapally is too crowded to our liking on holidays, being a very
popular day tour destination favored by locals. On weekends and holidays
there are equally good and much more serene options available at
Chimmony or Peechi wildlife reserves. Both are again easily accessible
from Neelambari.

Mural workshop

Neelambari proudly hosts a collection of traditional Kerala murals, each of
them drawn by traditionally trained artistes from the School of Kerala
Murals in Guruvayur. For those interested in paintings and artworks
Neelambari organizes a half day or full day workshop introducing the
enchanting world of traditional Kerala mural.

Festivals

The central Kerala region is replete with magnificent temple and church
festivals. From December to April, if you are in the region for a week or so
chances are you would have the opportunity to visit a splending festival.
We are always game and would be happy to arrange a well coordinated
and guided festival visit for our guests.

Elephant camp

The elephant camp at Punnathur Kotta is an extended institution of the
magnificent Guruvayur temple and houses nearly sixty elephants. The
facility (and Guruvayur temple) is less than an hours drive from
Neelambari and offer another engaging day tour destination.
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Rejuvenation Package - Ayurveda and Yoga
In its quest to offer authentic Ayurveda treatment to its guests, Neelambari has tied up with
Amba Ayurveda Hospital. Amba has been offering Ayurvedic treatment for several generations
now and is a reputed institution with own facility to prepare medicines. Neelambari also offers
an undiluted Yoga experience. A spacious and airy hall dedicated for Yoga as well as serene
riverside spaces for Yoga (when the weather is favorable) provide the ideal setting for this
pursuit. Ayurvedic expertise of Amba and authentic Yoga practice combined with the conducive
setting and diligent hospitality combine to give an unparalleled experience for guests seeking
rejuvenation of body and mind.

Ayurvedic Procedures at Neelambari:
Abhyangam

Abhyangam (massage) is the most common and accessible Ayurveda
procedure. It is used as a treatment by itself or as a preparatory procedure
for another major procedure like Sekam. An appropriately prepared
medicated oil is the most commonly used medicine for Abhyangam. Unlike
other treatments, Abhyangam usually does not have contraindications and
can be beneficial to most patients at most times.

Dhara / Sekam
/ Pizhichil

Pouring of medicated liquid (oil, milk, butter milk etc) at like warm to
bearably hot temperature locally or over a larger area of the body. When
applied to head it is called Shirodhara. Dhara is typically used as an
intensive therapy for rejuvenation of a ailing area. Shirodhara is used as an
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effective treatment for several maladies. Dhara is an intensive
treatment and should be strictly accompanied with proper rest and diet.
Nasyam

Nasyam is a relatively simple but effective treatment for may ailments.
Medicated oil is poured through the nostrils. While administration of the
treatment is relatively simple and quick, it calls for diligence before and after
the procedure to ensure safe and effective outcome.

Kizhi / Pinda
Sveda Vidhi

Kizhi is a procedure of applying local heat to ailing area of the body. It is
usually performed by application of medicine in a cotton pouch to the
affected area. Both dry and wet kizhis can be applied depending on the
constitution of the patient. It can bring multiple benefits like relief from pain,
discomfort and rejuvenating a weakened area of the body.

Panchakarma

Panchakarma is a combination of five methods for extensive detoxification of
one’s body. Despite its apparent ubiquity, Panchakarma is an intensive
treatment that requires significant expertise. The full course of Panchakarma
treatment would run into five months or more and at least fourteen days are
needed to complete even one of the five detox procedures. Strict adherence
to Pathya (diet) and Niyama (routine) is needed for any Panchakarma
treatment.

Packages:
Single day or
weekend (2
days) package

A single day or two days package can be provided mainly for relaxation of
the mind and the body and would not suffice for any major treatment.
Abhyanga (massage) combined with steam bath or some minor procedure
for overall well being would be idea.

Week or longer
package

A week or longer (as recommended by the doctor) would be needed for
effective rejuvenation and treatments. Post treatment at Neelambari, follow
through medications and lifestyle compliance has to be adhered to for best
results.

Notes:
1. Packages and procedures indicated above are general packages applied in rejuvenation
therapy. Not all procedures are suitable for everyone. After initial examination and
assessment of your nature (vata, p
 itta, kapha, medical history, allergies etc), the doctor
would prescribe a treatment plan ideally suited for you personally.
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2. In addition to the procedures above Neelambari and Amba
are competent to offer specialized treatment for any ailments. Special purpose
treatments for weight loss, constitutional improvement etc can also be offered through a
combination of Ayurveda and Yoga
3. Neelambari provides authentic central Kerala vegetarian cuisine during all Ayurvedic
treatment. Any dietary restrictions suggested by the doctor in the course of the
rejuvenation treatment has to be strictly adhered to.
4. Ayurvedic procedures are usually carried out in the morning and evening. We can
arrange leisure activities like boating, sightseeing, cultural programs, day tours etc to
complement your rejuvenation stay at Neelambari. Such leisure activities would be in
accordance with the doctors advice.
5. While Yoga practice usually complements rejuvenation therapy using Ayurveda, the
same would need to be approved by the doctor to obviate contraindications
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Festival Package
The locality around Neelambari is replete with traditional temple festivals with a legacy of
several centuries. These include some of the most famous temple festivals of Kerala like
Thrissur Pooram and Peruvanam - Arattupuzha Pooram. The festivals occur every year during
the summer months of Kerala. The festivals are spectacular affairs with procession of
caparisoned elephants, elaborate percussion orchestras and brilliant fireworks.

Neelambari arranges a guided tour package for three of the most popular and traditional
festivals in Kerala, viz. Peruvanam - Arattupuzha Pooram, Thrissur Pooram and Irinjalakuda
Koodalmanikyam Utsavam. As part of our Pooram package we offer
-

-

A knowledgeable guide would accompany the guest(s) for all the important events of the
festival that they would be attending.
Audio visual briefings for all the important events that guests would be attending. The
briefing would be in English and would give you a perspective on the ritual, historical,
social and cultural significance of the event / program / day of the festival
Complete logistic supports for the duration of the event. This would cover transport
arrangements, safe drinking water, access to clean toilets etc
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-

-

-

Very comfortable and memorable accommodation and food
arrangements in our luxurious and aesthetic cottages / facility
A variety of engaging experiences to complement your festival events. These would
include kayaking and boating in Karuvannurpuzha (river), Ayurveda treatments (wellness
and rejuvenation or treatments to meet your specific needs), Yoga lessons, village and
nature outings (cycling or trekking options) and much more.
We will arrange engaging interactions (translated where needed) with elders, artistes
and other key persons associated with the festival events. This would give interesting
perspectives and engaging narratives in the backdrop of a festival that is centuries old
For several key events in the festival we can tie up with organizers and arrange vantage
view points without getting into the crowd.
The festival period is also a great time to experience the countryside and also appreciate
the architecture and grandeur of their temples. Many of these centuries old traditional
temples allow foreigners to their premises only during the festival time. Where possible
we will arrange for guided temple visits during the time of the festival.

2018 Dates:
1. Peruvanam - Arattupuzha Pooram is from March 23 - 31. We can offer a 2-Days to
10-Days package to cover the festival to different extend with included local attractions
and leisure activities.
2. Thrissur Pooram is on April 26-27. We can offer a two day package or ane extended
package that would involve other leisure attractions.
3. Irinjalakuda Utsavam is from April 27 - May 7. We can offer a We can offer a 2-Days to
10-Days package to cover the festival to different extend with included local attractions
and leisure activities.
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Cultural Tourism Packages
The rich cultural legacy of Kerala is Neelambari’s raison d’etre. Thrissur is considered the
cultural capital of Kerala for the sheer breadth and depth of cultural experiences that it can offer
to a lover of arts. At Neelambari we aim to bring the best classical and folk traditions of Kerala
with complete authenticity to discerning visitors. While it is possible to customize each
experience to meet specific guest preferences, the two common flavors of cultural experiences
we provide are given below:

Day Package - Close to Our Arts
Close to our Ats is a flagship endeavor of Neelambari to present the rich cultural tradition of
Kerala to its discerning visitors without abridgment or adulteration. The Koothambalam
(traditional theater / performance arena) of Neelambari provides a truly magnificent space to
engage in these classical art forms. The beautiful nature around us including the riverside is
used as an extended setting to add a feeling of timelessness as you engage in art forms that
evolved over several centuries.
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Close to our Arts involves a full day of entertainment that includes
classical art performances aided by audio-visual briefings, live demonstrations and artiste
interactions in a very casual and lively setting so that our guests are engaged without being
challenged. An epicurean fare involving Kerala’s traditional fare, a boat or canoe ride in the
beautiful Karuvannur Puzha (river) and village walk add to the charm of this signature event.
Close to our Arts is usually held on the second or third Saturday of every month. For specific
schedules please refer our Events page (http://www.neelambari.co.in/events.php). We can also
arrange bespoke version of the program assuming there are a minimum number of guests.
A typical schedule would be as follows:
10.30 am - A simple, endearing cultural performance (that sets the tone for the day)
11.30 am - An audio-visual presentation in English to gives a brief introduction to the art form
and main performance of the day
12.30 pm - A traditional Kerala lunch in Neelambari’s Nalukettu (traditional courtyard)
2.30 pm - Free flowing artiste interaction and live demonstration usually in our riverside campus
(if it rains we have it in our airy Yoga hall)
3.30 pm - Leisure time, you can go on boating, kayaking, village walk etc. Tea and snacks
would be served. You can also spend some time watching the elaborate makeup that art forms
like Kathakali, Koodiyattam or Thullal would involve. Ayurveda massage can also be arranged
during this time with advance reservation
5.30 pm - Main cultural performance of the day, which you would have a better appreciation of
based on the earlier briefings and interactions from the day
7.30 pm - A sumptuous Indian dinner, which would provide opportunity for artiste interactions
and further discussion on the performance
9.30 pm - Close of the day! Hopefully our art is now close to your heart as well.
Included:
-

Add ons (optional):

Lunch, dinner, evening tea and
snacks
Entry for all performances on the day
One hour boat ride or use of kayak,
subject to availability
Village walk, mural workshop and
other leisure activities organized by
Neelambari on the day

-

Additional soft drinks or beverages
Ayurveda massage, needs prior
intimation
Pick-up and drop services at nominal
rates
If you are not comfortable with the
English presentation, we can arrange
hand-outs in a language of your
choice if you inform us beforehand

Day Package: Cholliyattam - Classical Arts Unplugged
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Traditional performing art forms like Kathakali, Koodiyattam, Mohiniyattam and Ottanthullal are
colorful affairs with elaborate makeups and accompaniment on vocal and instruments. For an
art lover an equally engaging experience is Cholliyattam, where the art form is stripped to its
bare essentials. Cholliyattam is usually how a Guru imparts knowledge on the art form to a
senior student. Thus for an art enthusiast Cholliyattam offers a much better way to get
acquainted to the intricacies and nuances of the art than watching a live performance.
Cholliyattam also allows space for explanations, repetitions and deconstructions for better
understanding, something that a live performance with ritual dimensions would never allow.
Neelambari offers a unique day package for visitors to have an engaging tryst with a classical
art form of Kerala. Presently we offer Kathakali, Koodiyattam, Nangiarkoothu, Mohiniattam and
Thullal in our repertoire. The typical schedule for the package would be
Introduction - We will start with an audio-visual briefing on the art form involved and the
specific act to be covered in the Cholliyattam session. All classical art forms of India share
common fundamentals though they look vastly different in appearance. This is because all of
them adhere to Natyashastra, the seminal text on performing arts written nearly 2000 years ago.
In our introductory session, we will acquaint you with the art form with this broader context so
that your next appreciation of any Indian classical art form would be hopefully a bit more
informed.
Cholliyattam - Introductions done, we get into the serious business of getting to know the art
form up close. When done by a well trained artiste Cholliyattam emanates a raw charm and
personal appeal. It is also a far flexible format where the stress is on learning, so it is possible to
repeat something, have interludes for questions and discussions etc. A real performance usually
has too many dimensions like acting, dancing, vocals, percussion, instrumentals, elaborate
makeup, nuanced story line etc for a lay person to have a comprehensive understanding. In
Cholliyattam it is possible to deconstruct some of these elements to enable better appreciation.
Cruise with the artiste - We will go on a cruise in the beautiful Karuvannurpuzha. Usually we
will get the artiste to join you. Else it would be someone who knows the art form deeply and can
articulate well about it. You can enjoy the great scenery and also engage in further discussion
related to the art form if you wish.
Performance (optional) - A performance is not usually intended nor needed to round off the
Cholliyattam experience. However Thrissur is a cultural hub and on most days during season
there is a performance in the vicinity. Should there be on nearby and the guest wishes we can
take you to the performance. Alternately we can arrange a performance viewing in Neelambari’s
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theater. For larger groups, if desired, we can also arrange a bespoke
performance in Neelambari.
Custom cultural experiences
While the Close to Our Arts and Cholliyattam are pre-packaged experiences, we are happy to
arrange bespoke cultural experiences for our interested guests. From a simple cultural
performance on a shoestring budget to full day or extended cultural experience we would be
happy to arrange curated programs that at once satiate and stoke our visitors spirit of inquiry to
the rich cultural heritage of Kerala.

How guests can plan their stay at Neelambari
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Day experiences
Close to Our Arts - Close to Our Arts is a special cultural package from Neelambari that
involves a full day of performances, lecture demonstrations, artiste interactions interspersed
with river cruises and village experiences. The program is presently held with a monthly
frequency. Next scheduled dates are 18th Nov, 16th Dec and 13th Jan. More details can be
had at http://www.neelambari.co.in/events.php
Cholliyattam - Cholliyattam is a unique day package from Neelambari that allows a visitor to
get acquainted with our classical art forms in an informal and personal setting. It can be
arranged for a small group of two to a medium sized group of 15-20 guests. Duration of the
program is flexible from as short as three hours and to a full day. Other village and river
experiences can be weaved into the program as desired.
River and village - Kayaking and traditional boat cruise is possible in the beautiful
Karuvannurpuzha (river) that flows by Neelambari. Typically there is no group size or time
restriction that is possible for both activities. The scenic setting in and around Arattupuzha
with paddy fields and verdant landscapes offers a pleasant setting for exploring the village.
Mural workshop - Neelambari hosts a set of brilliant paintings done in the Kerala mural
tradition. A walk-through of these paintings with their engaging narratives and technical styles
and a hands-on workshop in the theory and practice of Kerala mural tradition is an engaging
experience for anyone interested in painting. The activity can be arranged for groups varying
from 2-15. It would take two to four hours depending on the interest level of participants.
Kalari visits - Kalaris are traditional classrooms where Gurus impart their knowledge to
students. For performing arts, a visit to the Kalari means a close encounter with the art.
Around Neelambari there are accomplished Gurus in Kathakali, Koodiyattam, Mohiniattam
and Nangiarkoothu. With prior arrangement our guests can visit one or more of these Kalaris
for an enchanting experience with the art form. The activity requires at least two guests and
would take three to four hours.
Weekend experiences
(For a weekend stay in Neelambari all the above experiences plus those below can be considered)

Ayurveda - At Neelambari we offer genuine Ayurveda procedures. Simple treatments like
Abhyangam (massage) can be done as part of a weekend package as a destressing option
for the body and mind.
Temple visit - Around Neelambari there are several legendary and magnificent temples.
Within a 15 km radius there are several temples that has an antiquity of more than a
millenium. Visiting these temples from a pilgrimage and / or historical perspective is an
unforgettable journey into Kerala’s medieval past.
Yoga session - Neelambari has a dedicated space for Yoga practice. The serene setting in
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and around Neelambari is very conducive for Yoga and meditation.
We have Yoga instructors who refuse to compromise on its practice for any touristic
considerations. One hour session in the morning or evening can be arranged to suit the
requirements and ability of our guests.
Day trip - Athirapally - The spectacular Athirapally waterfalls is less than an hour from
Neelambari. Athirapally and its surrounding reserve forest offers a great day trip destination
(or more) for anyone visiting the area. The destination is best avoided on weekends and
public holidays as it tends to get overcrowded.
Day trip - Guruvayur - The magnificent Guruvaryur temple is an hours drive from
Neelambari. For pilgrimages this is perhaps one of the most sought after destinations in
Kerala. For regular visitors too (especially overseas visitors who are typically not allowed
inside the temple), this is a great destination as the murals and the temple atmosphere offers
a unique experience.
Day trip - Muziris - The Muziris heritage site is an hours drive from Neelambari. The
destination offers several interesting historical sites for a visitor. Kodungalloor was the center
of ancient Kerala and hub of its trade with the ancient Western world from the time of Romans
and offers several interesting possibilities for a day excursion.
Day trip - Chimmony - Chimmony reservoir and Marottichal waterfalls offer another great
destination from Neelambari, being a short drive away. A forest trek organized by the Kerala
Forest Department in Chimmony is a great experience. The Marottichal waterfall accessible
only after a trek through the forest is another pristine natural experience.
Day trip - Thrissur - For those wishing to engage in urban life and shopping, Thrissur City is
a great getaway half an hour away. Vadakkumnathan temple at the center of the city,
churches, several historical monuments and museums and the bustle of the city offer an
unforgettable slice of urban life in Kerala.
Vacation experiences
(For a longer stay in Neelambari all the above experiences plus those below can be considered)

Rejuvenation - An effective rejuvenation package using Ayurveda, Yoga and meditation
would need a minimum of one week. Neelambari offers authentic rejuvenation experiences
using these effective and timeless traditions. Not just the procedures, the serene village
setting and beautiful nature around Neelambari too has a therapeutic effect.
Festival tours - From December to May is festival time in central Kerala. A host of
magnificent temples each with its distinctive festival involving processions, cultural
performances, percussion orchestra (melam) and rituals offer a trip into a magical world. The
experience can last from a single day to a week and can be organized for any group size.
Parambikkulam trip - For the nature lover Athirapally literally marks the beginning of a great
journey into untamed and beautiful nature. Crossing the Western Ghats through the thick
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rainforest is an unforgettable experience and the Parambikkulam
tiger reserve on the other side offers great Safari and jungle stay options. The experience
would take at least three days and can be arranged for a group of four or more.
Culture and history exploration - Beyond day packages, Neelambari is always happy to
arrange extended and in depth cultural and historical exploration options for interested
visitors. This can involve practising an art form with a Guru, research as well as extended tour
and exploration of the historical sites in and around Thrissur.
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